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Deviation and Difference in the Pedology of National Minorities

The multiethnic composition of the vast Eurasian territory of the Russian Empire and then the Soviet Union was prized by researchers in the human sciences for the opportunities it offered for the exploration of human diversity.¹ In the course of the 1920s, heterogeneity along ethnoracial lines became an issue of particular interest for Soviet researchers whose work focused on child biopsychosocial development – those who were part of the field that became prominent in the early Soviet Union under the name “pedology.”

The sciences of child development arose as an international movement from around the 1880s.² The movement formed out of a host of disciplinary
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and occupational projects that were still only emergent and marginal at the time and had stakes principally in the fields of education, psychology, and medicine. Over time these catalyzed the institutionalization of new domains of knowledge and occupational practice that have since become the norm in modern societies, including developmental and educational psychology, psychometrics, special needs education, pediatric care, child psychiatry, juvenile criminology, the anthropology of childhood, and many others.

Russia was already fully engaged in this movement in the late tsarist era, with a range of initiatives emerging at the intersection of several domains: the interest that Russian intelligentsia parents showed toward the upbringing of their progeny;³ the expansion of medical work into social hygiene;⁴ the efforts of Russia’s teachers to enhance their professional status;⁵ the transformation of psychology as a scientific discipline;⁶ the training needs


of the emergent kindergarten movement;\(^7\) the appearance of institutions
catering to children with special needs;\(^8\) the expansion of the network of
correctional facilities for young offenders.\(^9\)

After the October revolution, Russia’s growing child science movement
received unprecedented levels of support and recognition from the new
Bolshevik regime.\(^10\) While it remained multidisciplinary in character, the
diverse research focused on the child population was in the early Soviet
Union fostered principally under the unifying label of “pedology.” The latter
was cast as the science supporting the socialist state’s ambitious program for
developing children’s services and implementing universal education and
child health care on entirely new grounds. As such, pedology was actively
mobilized into the Soviet modernization project of the 1920s, which went
beyond strategies of social engineering, assuming, in utopian fashion, the
possibility of and the need for rationalizing the progress of humanity in a
more fundamental way.

\(^7\) Lisa A. Kirschenbaum. Small Comrades: Revolutionizing Childhood in Soviet Russia,

\(^8\) Kh. S. Zamskii. Umstvenno otstalye deti: Istoria ikh izuchenia, vospitaniia i obuchenia
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Their Rights: Soviet Education and the 1936 Denunciation of Pedology // History of
Carlo Trombetta. La pédologie russe et soviétique: Naissance et chute d’un mouvement
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Child sciences had, more generally, arisen around the concept of “development” (physical and psychological), the “laws” of which it was the task of these sciences to establish. "Development" was, in this context, elaborated as a fundamentally normative concept: the variability of human life in its early, formative period was systematized through developmental norms, against which individual manifestations were to be measured as deviations from it. Researchers in the child sciences (internationally) were particularly enthused by the possibility of articulating norms in quantitative terms, which was why anthropometric and psychometric methods and technologies, and their outputs (e.g., body indexes and intelligence quotients), became so important to this field.

However, the sciences of child development (like the human sciences more generally) also confronted the problem of difference in the human population. “Difference” was not reducible to “deviation” (from a particular norm), but implied the identification of distinct “kinds” within the human population that appeared to require the creation of parallel sets of norms, each specific to a given human category defined as “different.” Human “difference” was in part constructed through the very formation of such distinct sets of biopsychosocial norms, meaning that science played a major part in its constitution. At the same time, “difference” was an inherently political category, created by political means and through political work, rhetoric, and power (whether state- or social-movement-led). Francine Hirsch
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has demonstrated persuasively how a distinctive differential structure of the Soviet Union along ethnic lines was constructed through the complex interaction of ethnographic science and the early Soviet politics of intra-imperial nation-making.\textsuperscript{14}

Between the mid-1920s and the mid-1930s, and especially in the period of Stalin’s Great Break and the First Five-Year Plan (1928–1932), there arose within Soviet pedology a specialist subarea of research that came to be dubbed the “pedology of national minorities.”\textsuperscript{15} This subfield of the Soviet child sciences emerged in concert with the efforts of the Soviet state to incorporate “backward” populations living in more peripheral parts of the Union into the (normatively framed) Soviet body politic as part of accelerated economic, social, and cultural modernization. Social reformism and political reordering intersected here with an imperial-like civilizing mission and both were expected to be grounded in the scientific mastery of the laws of human evolution, history, and ontogenesis.

As this article will discuss, the pedology of national minorities became heavily embroiled in a complicated knot of contradictions in its attempt to account for and negotiate the ambiguous relationship between, on the one hand, normative deviations in the Soviet child population (a population that was expected to be unified into a single body-politic, especially through the expansion and standardization of the Soviet education system) and, on the other, ethnoracial differences within this population in the distinctive context of early Soviet efforts to manage the Union’s federative structure along ethnonational lines through the Union’s nationalities policy.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{14} Hirsch, Empire of Nations. See also Roland Cvetkovski, Alexis Hofmeister (Eds.). An Empire of Others: Creating Ethnographic Knowledge in Imperial Russia and the USSR. Budapest, 2014.
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“deviation” and “difference” were articulated by scientific and political discourses alike; and this all took place in a context of turbulent political shifts, during which the legitimacy of any given normative framework remained highly precarious.

Research into the history of the pedology of national minorities has thus far focused mostly on the way in which political interests – especially the politics of the First Five-Year Plan, the Cultural Revolution, and the Soviet nationalities policy – shaped and interfered with this subarea of the Soviet human sciences. This article will, in contrast, analyze in greater detail the research and outcomes of the early Soviet pedology of national minorities as well as the discourses that surrounded this work and its findings. In doing so, it will focus specifically on the challenges faced by Soviet pedologists to define and measure norms of “development” for the Soviet Union’s multiethnic child population and the ambiguities that one finds across the diverse (coexistent and overlapping) conceptualizations of “development” that emerged in this context.

Children were identified as exemplary subjects of “development,” the broader social meanings of which went beyond ontogenesis or “childhood” as a period of human life. “Development” as metaphor could be and was extended as the normative and teleological structure (biological, sociological, or historical) to social life in general. It was in this context that children became the critical target group for mass normative evaluation, categorization, and streaming in “developmental” terms; and this specifically as a way of managing the Soviet Union’s project of rapid modernization. And yet, these efforts quickly ran into contradictions that reflected one of the main dilemmas of Soviet modernity as a sociopolitical experiment: namely, how to adapt universalizing thinking and utopian aspirations to an “imperial” reality marked by nonsystemic diversity.

In this article I will analyze how this dilemma was articulated in a series of contrasting approaches that Soviet pedologists adopted in dealing with
the problem of ethnoracial “difference” in the Soviet-wide child population. Starting with pedological work carried out in the Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic, I look at: (1) controversial proposals to set *psychometric norms specific to individual ethnoracial groups*; and (2) the very differently motivated efforts to construct *ethnic-specific mental tests*, adapted from baseline Russian ones. Moving on to the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR), I examine: (3) the role that the pedology of national minorities played in managing *the problem of ethnic-minority schooling* in the context of the drive to standardize the Soviet education system; and (4) the quandary posed by *the most remote and isolated ethnic groups* whose “level of development” did not lend itself to precise, quantifiable measurement. Finally, I discuss how the pedology of national minorities contributed to two contrasting yet intersecting teleological narratives of “development” at this juncture: (5) the narrative of the cultural-historical evolution of higher mental functions articulated by Lev Vygotsky; and (6) the Stalinist narrative of the Soviet Union’s historic advance into socialism. Based on this, I argue that tensions and confusions between the notions of “deviation” and “difference” plagued this field in all the above contexts, and that these, significantly, evolved into contradictions that directly contributed to the demise of Soviet pedology more generally in the political turnarounds between the late 1920s and the early 1930s. It was by embodying the above contradictions of the project of Soviet modernization that pedology ended up as one of its infamous casualties.

The discussion that follows is based on specific cases of *published research* that were explicitly and abundantly cited at the time as exemplary of the “pedology of national minorities” as an emergent subarea of Soviet pedology, whether this meant initially showcasing this work as topical and promising, or later denouncing it for its methodological blunders and ideological “distortions.” Those who carried out this research and who were made to represent this subfield were not the household names of Soviet pedology, but were, for the most part, peripheral figures. However, prominent, Moscow-based, leaders of Soviet pedology at this time, including figures such as Aron Zalkind, Pavel Blonsky, Lev Vygotsky, and A. M. Shubert, all actively engaged with this research and sought, each in his or her own way, to inform or direct the work done in the peripheries. While the cases examined here were among the most cited at the turn of the 1920s–1930s, they do not exhaust the full range of pedological research on non-Russian populations that was being carried out at the time. Further, archive-based, research that goes beyond the debates found on the pages of professional
journals and that examines developments in other parts of the Union as well is, of course, indispensable for a comprehensive picture of how Soviet scientists studied ethnic minority children at this time, and how this work related to the Soviet nationalities and educational policy more generally. The primary aim of this article, however, is to demonstrate, on the basis of several prominent and representative, interconnected yet contrasting, cases, the importance that the tension between “deviation” and “difference” had in Soviet pedology of the 1920s–1930s, hoping thereby to open up the question of whether and how this tension might or might not be of relevance to other domains of the Soviet Union’s “imperial” predicament.

**The Uzbek Norm: Between Anthropometrics and Psychometrics**

Soviet pedologists recognized from fairly early on that the multiethnic composition of the Soviet Union offered valuable opportunities to carry out systematic comparative studies of the mental and physical development of different ethnicities across the Union’s territory. However, given the plural and fluid institutional structure of pedology in the early to mid-1920s, initial pieces of research in what subsequently became recognized as the “pedology of national minorities” owed less to top-down initiatives coming from the center and more to the efforts of researchers based in the non-Russian peripheries themselves. The Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic, created in 1924, became one of the key locations for this work in the mid-1920s, with researchers in Tashkent being particularly active. Some of the earliest studies were carried out in so-called school-prophylactic clinics (shkol’no-
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profilakticheskie ambulatorii), the task of which was to monitor the health of local schoolchildren through systematic medical checks. Tashkent had two such clinics, one in its new town and one in the old town. These clinics had several specialist rooms (kabinety) – dental, dermatological, ophthalmological, pediatric (or therapeutic), and anthropometric. The last two, and the latter in particular, also served as research bases, their staff publishing principally in the journal Medical Thought of Uzbekistan.

The research of doctors based at the new-town clinic focused on problems of physical development and health. They performed systematic body measurements of the local multiethnic child population (principally boys), using standard anthropometric instruments and techniques of the day, calculating their subjects’ body indexes (especially the Pignet index – the ratio of height, weight, and chest size), while also classifying them by constitutional type (according to the systems of Ernst Kretschmer and Claude Sigaud in particular). They also did blood tests, especially for hemoglobin, to diagnose anemia, and the Pirquet test, to diagnose tuberculosis.

A number of studies that this clinic carried out between 1925 and 1927 led its staff to conclude the following: (1) that when measuring children’s physical development it was essential to record the subject’s ethnicity (alongside age and sex, which were already being recorded as a matter of course); (2) that different ethnic minorities living in new-town Tashkent (Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Tajiks) produced different outputs when measured against a single anthropometric standard, such as the Pignet body index, and certainly different from “European” populations – so much so that the vast majority of individuals belonging to certain ethnicities (e.g., 78 percent of Uzbeks) fell substantially below established norms, needing to be classified
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as “unfit,” even when comprehensive clinical checks found them “fit” in other respects;²⁴ (3) that differences on ethnic grounds also applied when one compared developmental dynamics (i.e., patterns of bodily change by age), given that puberty, which carried with it a whole set of physical changes relevant to body proportions, appeared to commence at different ages in different ethnic groups;²⁵ and (4) that there were distinctions in other aspects of bodily development too, for example, the apparent prevalence of cryptorchidism (undescended testes) in “Eastern” ethnic groups.²⁶

In parallel with the body index, which had originally been developed for army purposes and which was meant to evaluate subjects in terms of functional fitness for military service or work, the Tashkent doctors also classified individual children and entire ethnic groups in terms of their constitutional type. The Uzbeks, for example, were, due to their relatively narrower chests, classified as belonging constitutionally to the “asthenic” or “respiratory” type, based on the classes proposed by Kretschmer and Sigaud, respectively.²⁷ Such typology of difference based on constitution did not, however, automatically assume a normative or hierarchical relationship along a single scale, as was the case with the body indexes.

The conclusion of the doctors working at the new-town clinic was that different normative standards were necessary for different ethnic groups, or rather, that ethnic-specific correctives needed to be introduced for existing body-index norms, which had been preset with “European” populations in mind.²⁸ Furthermore, following the 1925 instructions from the Commissariat of Health (Narkomzdrav), authored by the head of its anthropometric laboratory, V. V. Bunak, the clinic in the end decided to abandon the use of the Pignet body index altogether since it had proved inadequate and impractical for assessing the changeable physique of children and they instead opted for a body profile method (or method of “variation curves”), pioneered by the Swiss physical anthropologist Rudolf Martin – an approach that offered a bridge between the numerical body index and the descriptive constitutional type.²⁹ According to this system, values for different bodily measurements

²⁴ Shirokova-Divaeva. Opyt primeneniiia indeksa Pin’e.
²⁵ Shishov. Pokazatel’ Pignet.
²⁶ Glezer. Nekotorye dannye.
²⁷ Ibid.
²⁸ Shirokova-Divaeva. Opyt primeneniiia indeksa Pin’e; Shishov. Pokazatel’ Pignet; Kapusto. Opyty raboty.
²⁹ Kapusto. Opyty raboty. P. 53. On the influence of Rudolf Martin on V. V. Bunak as the key figure of early Soviet physical anthropology, see Mogliner. Homo imperii. P. 355.
were placed along a vertical grid in such a way that the ideally proportioned constitution was represented as a straight vertical line. What the doctors were expected to focus on, however, was not overall proportionality, but the distinctive shape of the curve, which gave a quantified graphic profile (for either individuals or groups), represented as an interconnected set of deviations from the vertical line.30

In this research, the doctors at the new-town clinic invoked the concept of “race” usually through the term “racial characteristic” (rasovaia osobennost’) and specifically as a means of referring, in a very general way, to the idea of difference of bodily norm.31 What was meant by this was that different ethnic groups (natsional’nye gruppy, so not “races” as such), for example, Uzbeks, Kazakhs, and Tajiks (but also in other localities Jews and Ukrainians, for instance), each had a different normative body standard or constitutional type.32 The way “race” was invoked as differentiator was rather vague – for example, to contrast “European” and “native” (tuzemnye) populations. It was not used for the careful taxonomic differentiation of the Soviet population, that is, to identify specific groups, something that was being done through the Soviet concept of “nationality.”33

Nonetheless, the idea of “race” as a complex of hereditary (i.e., reproducible and reproduced) properties found in a given population and manifesting itself in individual human organisms was taken for granted and deployed in this research in the following two more specific senses: (a) as an ethnicized constitution (i.e., when a particular generally defined constitutional type, such as “asthenic,” became identified with and attached to a particular eth-

30 Kapusto. Opyty raboty.
31 E.g., Glezer. Nekotorye dannye. P. 77: “No osobenno my dolzhny obrashchat’ vnimanie na rasovye osobennosti fizicheskogo tipa tuzemnogo rebenka.”
32 Kapusto. Opyty raboty.
nic group, such as the Uzbeks); and (b) as the bodily norm of a particular ethnic group, expressed in terms of an average body index or typical body profile for that group. It was against this notion of “racial” bodily/constitutional standard, composed of a specific series of measureable properties, that individual members of a particular ethnic group were then expected to be measured for “fitness.”34 “Race” or “racial characteristics” – expressed both as an ethnicized constitution and as a bodily standard of a particular ethnic group – was then used by doctors in accounting for, say, particular health issues (e.g., susceptibility to certain illnesses).35

“Race” in the above sense was invariably treated as only one of the factors of fitness and health specific to a given ethnicity, in the mix with others, including climate or habitat, and also, above all, way of life (in Russian byt, a notion that in this context included customary cultural practices, especially those related to hygiene and child care). All of these were treated as inherent to a given ethnonational group and as together marking out their “difference” in a complexly interconnected way.36 Moreover, when accounting for the health of a particular group, living conditions were usually judged to be playing a more important role than “race.” The former included not just broadly defined hygiene practices but also the degree of exposure to clean air or infections in particular habitats and the consequent acquisition or not of immunity, for instance. Tashkent doctors were keen to show that ethnic groups that constitutionally, that is, “racially,” ought to be susceptible to a particular kind of pathology, or that were, on the contrary, healthy and robust, demonstrated, in fact, a reverse trend in certain contexts due to environmental

34 Shirokova-Divaeva. Opyt primenenii indeksa Pin’e.
factors (e.g., relative exposure to germs). However, “racial characteristics” (i.e., a particular bodily standard/constitution) were still considered an essential fact(or), not to be forgotten, but always taken into account alongside other fact(or)s when assessing an individual who belonged to that group or, for example, when recommending particular prophylactic measures (such as extra physical education classes for the “narrow-chested” Uzbeks).

However, when Tashkent doctors started moving from the domain of bodily constitution and health to that of mental development, accounting for ethnic difference became a more complicated and controversial issue. The researcher who became especially interested in psychometrics was A. Shtilerman, a doctor based at the school clinic of old-town Tashkent. Shtilerman’s research differed from that of his colleagues in the new-town clinic in that he concentrated strictly on Uzbek children (although he compared their figures to data available for “European” populations, both Western and Russian), and he envisaged his research as a comprehensive study that started with anthropometrics and health examinations, but extended to psychometrics and, finally, provided a detailed account of the children’s living conditions and especially their schooling environment, seeking to establish the consequences that all these different factors had on physical and mental health, as well as bodily, intellectual, and educational development.

When measuring the Uzbek children’s physical constitution, Shtilerman’s conclusions were broadly similar to those of his new-town colleagues – namely, that Uzbeks had different bodily and health standards from “European” populations. He too confined the term “race” to physical norms; however, he included here also norms that were the consequence of particular cultural practices, such as brachycephaly, the flattened back of the head, which was caused by local infant-care practices (namely, the custom of keeping the newborn child lying continuously on his/her back in a cradle called beshik). This “constitutional” feature of the Uzbek skull Shtilerman defined as simultaneously a fact of cultural practices (bytovoe iavlenie) and, given its physical manifestation, a racial characteristic (rasovaia osobennost’).
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More generally, he deplored the conditions in which local Uzbek children were being raised and educated, seeing these as offering a clear explanation of why they seemed behind in terms of physical, mental, and educational development. At the same time, his clinical examination of his subjects’ psychological health led him to conclude that they were exposed to fewer stresses and hence suffered less from neuroses and psychoses than, say, urban Russian schoolchildren or child vagabonds (besprizorniki).

The most controversial aspect of Shtilerman’s study involved the testing of Uzbek children using the Binet–Simon and the short Rossolimo tests. While Shtilerman admitted that this part of his study was methodologically imperfect and hence only provisional, he still believed that his results evidenced that Uzbeks lagged behind “Europeans” and that the areas where they performed the worst were “higher processes,” namely, combinatory skills and operations with abstractions. However, in this first study, his interpretation of the mental testing data was confined to broad-brush evaluations and did not go into the problem of norms as such.

Shtilerman was inspired to follow up his initial study with another one focused specifically on psychometrics. In this next project he tested a group of Uzbek children, boys and girls, this time in a rather more systematic way, while also paying greater attention to the design of the tests. Shtilerman’s key finding was a significant “lagging behind of the Uzbek ‘scale’” (otstavanie uzbekskoi ‘shkaly’) in relation to the “European” one. This outcome did not prompt Shtilerman to question the validity of the tests that he was using or the quality of his adaptations of them for the Uzbek population; nor did he analyze why his subjects were making particular errors or why they found certain tasks difficult. Yet his central conclusion was not simply a diagnosis of “backwardness” in his research subjects themselves; rather, it was a conclusion regarding the measure against which Uzbeks should be judged, that is, the lag of the Uzbek norm.

In effect, what Shtilerman was doing here was to argue a point similar to the one that his colleagues, the new-town doctors, were making regarding
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Uzbek *anthropometric* standards, namely, that a *corrective* needed to be introduced to existing “European” standards and that a separate “Uzbek scale” or norm needed to be established, against which Uzbek children could then be appropriately measured for “fitness” as relevant to the realities and requirements of their schooling. Shtilerman’s proposal, modeled on solutions used for body indexes, was that such a corrective would be a simple quantitative readjustment, essentially a “lowering of the bar” for the final quantitative outputs of the Binet–Simon or the Rossolimo tests. And indeed, when this kind of corrective had been proposed for the Uzbek body index, rather than the intelligence quotient, it was not nearly as controversial: given the Uzbeks’ constitutionally narrower chests, the assessment of their “fitness” (whether in the context of the military or labor or schooling) would be expected to take this into account, which would mean that the Pignet body-index standard would need to be corrected (i.e., lowered) for this population.

However, such a corrective acquired a different meaning when measuring Uzbek mental capacities. The problem was that mental functions could not be defined as measurable properties in quite the same way as height or weight or chest size. Some of the tests used by Shtilerman, especially the Rossolimo one, did assume that each component of the test series measured a particular mental function, producing a “profile” of differentiated psychological abilities (not unlike Rudolf Martin’s profile of body proportions), allowing the researcher to show, for example, that Uzbeks performed adequately for some functions (such as observation or visual memory), but less well for others (such as combinatory work or work with abstract hypotheticals). But mental functions, even when supposedly separable and measurable in discrete ways, were much vaguer concepts than body proportions and more interdependent, assuming also a certain hierarchical relationship between “lower” and “higher” ones. This meant that it was difficult to present a persuasive case for defining an altogether new “standard” or “scale” for Uzbeks, as Shtilerman had hoped, and especially not in such a crude way as a simple “lowering of the bar” for the overall quantitative output.

Put differently, what Shtilerman assumed could be understood as *difference* continued to be framed as *deviation* from a universal norm of mental development. This was why Shtilerman was soon accused of depicting the Uzbeks as less intelligent than the Russians. Shtilerman’s studies were publicly condemned as offensive and chauvinist by the first secretary of the Central Asian Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, I. A. Zelinskii.45 In
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the years to follow, Shtilerman’s work and methodology became the most cited example of bad practice in the pedology of national minorities, by politicians and fellow scientists alike. While much of this criticism was fair in some respects, given Shtilerman’s methodological clumsiness and political naivety, it was also rooted in a certain misunderstanding. Shtilerman’s errors were due to confusions that were not only his own, but were part of a much wider set of problems that arose in the difficulties of distinguishing constitutional “difference” from normative “deviation” when establishing psychometric norms while trying to factor “ethnoracial” diversity into the equation. And this was a problem not merely for the Soviet human sciences but also for the Soviet Union as a political project.

**The Uzbek Tests: The Problem of Ethnic Adaptations**

Tashkent was also home to professional psychometricians, who were more keenly aware of the methodological complexities that surrounded the measurement of mental abilities of different ethnic groups. The researchers in question were V. K. Solov’ev, who was based at the psychophysiological lab of the Central Asian Military District, and T. N. Baranova, who was based at the Institute of Pedagogy and Psychology of the Central Asian State University (Sredneaziatskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet; SAGU). In contrast to Shtilerman, the principal task of Solov’ev and Baranova was the adaptation of tests that had been designed centrally for the Russian-speaking majority in order to produce ethnic-specific versions suitable for use among local populations in the Uzbek SSR – first of all for the Uzbeks as the Republic’s titular nationality. The creation of what came to be known as the “Uzbek tests” (*uzbekskie testy*) entailed rather more laborious ways of negotiating ethnic difference to that of simply providing a quantitative corrective to established “European” norms.

Solov’ev understood the purpose of mental tests quite pragmatically – the tests needed to assess “fitness” for the army or the school and to differentiate those with higher and lower abilities. However, the problem that *ethnic adaptation* posed was rather different. Critical for Solov’ev was to ensure that the “Uzbek tests” – *different* as they had to be from the standard Russian
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ones—measured essentially the same mental functions as the “Russian tests” in essentially the same way. The problem was essentially that of “translating” (in a broad sense) the standard tests across different ethnic groups, taking into account the different ethnicities’ languages and culturally specific mental worlds that arose from their respective byt.

Solov’ev argued that the baseline tests would have to be nonverbal and image-based (nemye or kartinochnye testy). He believed that only this kind of test had the potential of generating a single universal measure (edinaia shkala odarennosti) across the whole of the USSR by eliminating the importance that different levels of education and literacy, as well as socio-economic and ethnicultural background, might have on the ability of subjects to understand and solve the tests: “Only by using the series of nonverbal tests can one create a universal system of measuring intellectual ability across the whole Union, given its ethnically diverse population and the still high percentages of illiterates and semiliterates.”47 This approach was also expected to eliminate the discrepancy between the levels of sophistication of the different languages into which the tests had to be translated, since so many ethnic-minority languages in the USSR were still imperfectly codified.48 Thus, the design of the seemingly peripheral “Uzbek tests” became for Solov’ev a test case for the creation of a universal test that could be deployed across the totality of the USSR in its different ethnic versions.

In order to obtain tests that would produce a universal scale, Solov’ev statistically compared the test results of illiterate subjects in both the Uzbek and the Russian cohorts. His assumption was that education, which would vary by type of school and hence by ethnicity (given that educational practices and standards were unevenly developed in the different regions and languages), would inevitably affect the test results. Solov’ev’s aim was therefore to design tests that would measure the inherent state of mental capacity and ability, unaffected by class or education, culture or language.

This meant that the “Uzbekization” (uzbekizatsiia) of the tests was, paradoxically, not there to emphasize culture, but, on the contrary, to eliminate the influence that culture might play in skewing the solvability (reshaemost’) of particular tasks. The adapted tests took into account ethnic differences of

a cultural kind and even reinforced them in the test’s inputs. However, this was done precisely for these cultural differences not to be there as factors affecting the final outputs. Solov’ev believed that tests needed to expose and measure differentiation at another level, that of general intelligence, which should not depend on the cultural heterogeneity and unevenness of levels of education that characterized the USSR at the time.

The tests that Solov’ev was tasked to develop, while deviating as little as possible from the original Russian version in order to retain comparability, had to be made fully comprehensible to the Uzbeks. And it was clear that using strictly visual materials would not in itself eliminate the need for “translating” tests. The uzbekizatsiia that Solov’ev was proposing entailed first and foremost the adaptation of illustrations and images to the local Uzbek byt. This was not a straightforward matter and required considerable familiarity with the local culture. Solov’ev’s work included extensive consultations with local scholars of Oriental cultures (vostokovedy), meticulous instructions to the artist, and the allocation of the translation of instructions to an experienced teacher of the Uzbek language. Solov’ev also recognized the importance of the technical quality of the mass reproduction of test cards, given that this could affect the readability and interpretation of the images.

Crucially, in order to maintain a universal scale, uzbekizatsiia had to ensure that ethnic difference contained in the test was in some respects nonessential and that ethnic elements could be replaced when translating the test to another ethnicity without affecting what was being measured. As Solov’ev explained: “We have kept the Russian subjects, but have clothed them, as it were, in Eastern costumes.”49 Admittedly, though, for some images “no Orientalization would do,” so they replaced them with completely new, authentically local motifs.50

Other researchers, however, most notably Baranova from Tashkent’s SAGU, argued that using purely image-based tests among the Uzbeks could, in fact, be problematic.51 She claimed not only that, as Muslims, Uzbeks

50 Ibid. P. 153: “nikakaia orientalizatsia pomoh ne mogla.”
had a different attitude toward visual culture (especially depictions of living creatures), but also that, thanks to their lack of exposure to visual materials and alleged restrictions on drawing from the earliest childhood (at least among those who lived in the remote kishlaks), Uzbeks were supposedly unable to “see” (i.e., perceptually process) perspective. Based on experiments she had carried out among local women, in particular, she contended that this caused Uzbeks to have problems interpreting images that represented a three-dimensional object on a two-dimensional surface. Baranova did not bring in the question of “race” here, but her claim about the Uzbeks’ assumed constitutional inability to see perspective due to their cultural upbringing was, in some respects, analogous to the phenomenon of brachycephaly that Shtilerman had noted as being simultaneously a phenomenon of byt and a racial characteristic.

Baranova argued, for example, that one of the tasks in the Rossolimo test, which involved putting together a relatively simple puzzle out of a fragmented image of a cockerel, was unfair to give to Uzbek children: familiarity with this type of image would be an essential precondition for solving the task, which was designed to measure something else entirely – namely, the subject’s higher, combinatory skills. Baranova argued that setting such a task for an Uzbek child was tantamount to giving a literacy test to someone who was not even aware of what letters were.52 Because of this, she argued that when adapting tests for Uzbek children one should use visual materials that did not include perspectival images, but instead displayed objects as a frieze, representing only the most familiar aspect of each item, emphasizing contours and avoiding shading.53

Solov’ev was in agreement with Baranova that illustrations used in tests needed to be adapted very carefully in terms of both content and form, but he strongly rejected Baranova’s claim about the Uzbeks’ constitutional inability to see perspective; this became, in fact, a major point of contention between them.54 Indeed, Solov’ev insisted that there was no constitutional difference in the mental abilities of Uzbek children as could be established by psychometric tests, which were expected to measure general mental capacity along a normative scale in terms of deviations from a given standard.55 He also argued that there were no constitutional differences in mental capacity that would be relevant in the context of educational

52 Baranova. Prisposoblenie testovoi metodiki. P. 257.
53 Ibid. P. 262.
54 Solov’ev. Iz opyta.
55 Ibid. P. 41.
expectations. This fact justified the creation of universal mental tests in different ethnic variants.

And yet, Solov’ev did not say that the “psyches” of the national minorities and the Europeans “did not display differences.” In his view, life (bytie) determined consciousness (soznanie). The Uzbek bytie (to be distinguished from byt since it encompassed the living context in a much broader way, to include a centuries-long history in a geographically specific environment) was indeed profoundly different from the Russian one, which meant that the Uzbek “psyche,” shaped cumulatively across time and space, was inevitably different from the Russian one. However, this “difference” was not what was measured by psychometric methods, which establish strictly normative deviations of general intelligence. Having said that, one could observe differences in how, for instance, Russians and Uzbeks solved the same tasks in a given test. Yet Solov’ev argued that his analysis of, say, different kinds of errors that both the Russians and the Uzbeks were making in solving the same tests, showed that these differences had nothing to do with fundamental mental mechanisms; rather, they could be explained by the subjects’ different cultural associations, which depended on what was more or less familiar to them, given their differing cultural environments.  

Baranova’s work also focused on adapting standard tests developed and used in the Russian center to the local Uzbek population. Although she initially collaborated closely with Solov’ev, jointly editing the collection of “Uzbek tests,” the position she eventually developed was substantively different from Solov’ev’s. Baranova argued that even when one removed elements that required preexisting knowledge (such as information learned at school), tests, however carefully designed, inevitably expected subjects to possess certain quite particular skills and understandings, which, even when basic, affected outputs in significant ways. Such preexisting skills and understandings determined how, and how well, the instructions were going to be understood, how the form and content of the material presented in the task was going to be perceived and interpreted, and how one was going to operate with this material and perform actions required by the task. For Baranova, the development of these skills depended entirely on the environment in which one was being raised, with certain environments either fostering or hampering the development of skills necessary for solving the tests correctly and in good time.
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When it came to designing and adapting tests specifically for the Uzbeks, Baranova’s ambitions were ultimately similar to Solov’ev’s. She argued that one should design “international” tests, minimizing ethnonational specificity, while making sure to have ethnic versions of these international tests that would be “nationalized” by virtue of making them as “natural” as possible for the ethnonational group in question. The final aim was to be able to compare the data across different groups. However, for Baranova, the point of the tests was not the measurement of innate intelligence, but of the subject’s “capacity for mental labor” (sposobnost’ k umstvennomu trudu), which meant that tests had to measure the subject’s fitness for very particular kinds of “work tasks.” Baranova’s perspective was essentially a “reflexological” one: for her, “the environment” was important primarily as a context that created opportunities for (repetitively) practicing particular skills. In her view, what a test measured could never be “general intelligence” or, in her terms, “innate psychophysiological qualities”; a test always measured the degree to which particular skills were being developed through “practice” or “training” (uprazhnennost’ or stepen’ trenirovannosti).

While applying the tests specifically to Uzbeks (who, according to Baranova, were culturally different and because of this also different in terms of certain significant aspects of mental constitution, such as perspectival perception), what she was measuring was whether the given subject had the necessary capacity to enter schooling at a particular level and engage in schoolwork as required by the standard school program. The school was framed by Baranova (as it was by most early Soviet educational policymakers) as a working environment: “education” was a context in which one was expected to perform labor-like tasks, that is, “mental work.” It was the specific demands of “schoolwork” as a form of mental labor that necessitated specific “training” and “skills,” and it was these that, according to Baranova, provided the ultimate common measure or norm that mental tests needed to be aligned with.

**Schooling in the RSFSR: Edinaia Sistema and Ethnic Deviations from the Norm**

Indeed, one of the key drivers for the development of the pedology of national minorities as a Union-wide endeavor was the implementation of universal schooling across the entire territory of the USSR (vseobuch, to be

60 Ibid. P. 260.
decreed in 1930). This was also viewed as part of “cultural development” (kul’turnoe stroitel’stvo, lit. “culture-building”), which targeted national minorities in particular. The RSFSR, as the largest administrative unit within the USSR, was under pressure in this respect given its multiethnic composition and federative structure. The key problem was said to be the “significant backwardness” (gromadnaia otstalost’) of many of its regions and ethnic groups and the huge difficulties of working in some of its remotest and still poorly known territories. The “productivity” of ethnic-minority schools was said to be consistently lower and hence a matter of particular concern. It was argued that in order to improve matters one needed a carefully thought out plan and proper research, which was where the emergent pedology of national minorities came into play.

The strategic aim of the educational reformers was to unify, not diversify, Soviet education: the plan was not to erect a distinct system of education for national minorities, but to incorporate them into a single, integrated system (edinaia sistema) of public education, which would apply across all the different parts of the USSR (with the RSFSR needing to deal with the challenges of its own multinational composition). The realities on the ground in the 1920s–1930s were, of course, extremely complex and chaotic, varying hugely from one part of the country to the next. Nonetheless,

---


those busy planning the *edinaia sistema* (and thus negotiating its very possibility) sought to reduce this chaotic heterogeneity to the problem of managing a much more restricted set of reified ethnonational differences that themselves became part of the system that these reformers were committed to constructing.

It was accepted that there would inevitably be some differences in the educational provision for national minorities, but these were not supposed to be fundamental – all parts of the Soviet education system had to be standardized: the types of educational institutions, the curricula, the tasks demanded of the pupils, the formulation of these tasks, and the length of the programs had to be *essentially* the same across the system. However, it was at the same time emphasized that this system was not going to be a “procrustean bed” into which all nationalities would be forced willy-nilly.\(^65\) Given that different regions had different needs in regard to economic and cultural development, the “struggle for unity” demanded a flexible approach to the structuring of the system. The way this “flexibility” was framed was that there was expected to be a *single standard* of the overall public education system with partial ethnonational deviations (*otklonenia*) from it.\(^66\)

Individual ethnicities were to be grouped into larger categories in order to simplify and minimize the system of “deviations” from the standard. The most important criterion was the ethnic group’s level of “cultural development,” where the development of a particular national language (i.e., codifications of, and cultural resources in, that language) was considered crucial. Four major groups were proposed for nationalities within the RSFSR: Group A assembled the least developed ethnicities and included all northern populations of the tundra (e.g., the Tungus or the Nenets);\(^67\) Group B was formed of relatively small populations within the RSFSR (the Kazakhs and the Oirot, for example) deemed to be at a low level of development, given that they were still predominantly illiterate and leading a nomadic or seminomadic lifestyle. Group C1 (V in the Cyrillic alphabet order) were the larger groups within the RSFSR that were similarly considered to be at a lower level of development (e.g., the Chuvash, the Tatars, and the peoples of the Northern Caucasus, for instance). Finally, in Group C2 were other larger nationalities – those considered to be at a higher level of cultural de-
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\(^65\) Gasilov. O sisteme narodnogo obrazovaniia. P. 31

\(^66\) Ibid. P. 31: “chastichnye natsional’nye otkloneniia ot edinoi sistemy narodnogo obrazovaniia.”

\(^67\) For more detail on Russian attitudes towards the small peoples of the north, see Yuri Slezkine. Arctic Mirrors: Russia and the Small Peoples of the North. Ithaca, 1994.
development, such as the Germans, Jews, Latvians, Ukrainians, Belarusians, Estonians, and Finns.  

Language was considered to be the key issue in ethnic-minority schooling within the integrated education system. The underlying principle was expected to be the maximal development of schooling in the native languages of the minorities. However, it was recognized that there were nationalities where the native language was still insufficiently developed and where the role of Russian had to predominate in the educational context. This was especially the case with Group A, but also included most of those in groups B and C1. Those in group C2 could, in principle, ensure schooling in their own languages right up to higher education. Russian, however, was treated as “the obligatory attribute of all national minority educational establishments.”

It was this that led to what was expressed as the central “deviation” within the edinaia sistema – namely, the inclusion of at least two languages in the program of ethnic minority schools, something that increased pedagogical complexity as well as workload, affecting the ability of these schools to deliver on the standardized programs and meet the necessary “production” targets in terms of educational outputs.

The idea of articulating this as an ethnonational “deviation” within the system required that both teachers and pupils in ethnic-minority schools be assisted in fulfilling standard educational norms based on centrally set programs within the edinaia sistema. This opened up questions not only of educational resources in a given language but also of differences in the time needed to deliver on the programs, and, crucially, potential differences in the abilities and educational preparedness of ethnic minorities to meet the system’s normative expectations.

It was in this context that assessments carried out by pedologists who worked with ethnic-minority schools became vital.

One of the key organizations with an established record of pedological work in the RSFSR’s ethnic-minority schooling was the Moscow Tatar House of Enlightenment (Tatarskii dom prosveshcheniia; TDP). TDP had a pedology lab, headed by Iroglo N. Bikchentai and set up in 1926 with
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the task of servicing Tatar schools (tatshkoly) in Moscow, conducting both regular monitoring (obsledovanie) and research (issledovanie) on children of Tatar families (tatdeti) living in the Soviet capital. To this end TDP pedologists carried out anthropometric, psychometric, and educationalist research (the latter focusing mostly on the role of bilingualism in Tatar schooling).73

Bikchentai led on the psychometric testing of schoolchildren in five Moscow Tatar schools using, in particular, the Binet test in the redaction of the Russian educational psychologist A. P. Boltunov and translated into Tatar.74 The key outputs of the Binet–Boltunov test were two figures – a figure for “intellectual development” (intellektual’noe razvitie; expressed as IR), essentially similar to IQ;75 and a figure for “intellectual level” (intellektual’nyi uroven’), the term used for “mental age,” expressed in years, months, and days, to then be related to the “passport (i.e., biological) age” (passport-nyi vozrast). Bikchentai was interested in average figures for individual schools and for all the schools taken together. In Bikchentai’s estimation, the Moscow-based Tatar schoolchildren had IRs broadly matching Russian averages (around 90). However, the tests showed that the mental age of Tatar schoolchildren lagged behind their own biological age by eight months and twenty-four days.76 He believed that this could be explained by the fact that Tatar children tended to start school later than was normally expected, due to illiteracy and poverty in the family, and that their schooling was, on aver-

75 The numerical value for IR was close to the IQ value obtained by other versions of the Binet test. However, the idea behind IR was that it measured not “intelligence” as a given property, but a more relative value of “development,” which was meant also to capture and reflect changing and changeable environmental conditions. See: Bikchentai, Karimova. “Intellektual’nyi” uroven’ // Problemy natspedologii. P. 58 (footnote 1); Bikchentai. Pedologija i natsshkola. P. 285.
Andy Byford, *Imperial Normativities and Sciences of the Child*

age, fairly irregular. He also highlighted variability in the test results by school (e.g., School no. 27 was considered more advanced than the others), linking this to the socioeconomic level of Tatars in different parts of the city and also to the differing educational conditions and quality of personnel in different schools.

Bikchentai insisted that Tatar children’s intellectual and scholastic development depended entirely on their environment and he rejected any idea that they might be underachieving due to some inherent “racial characteristic.” His proof that environment trumped race was that the unequal intellectual development among Tatar children, who were all of the same “race,” correlated closely with the unevenness of their experiences of upbringing and schooling. In line with standard pedological practice at the time, Bikchentai recommended better streaming by ability and the formation of special classes for underachievers and those repeating years. He also suggested measures for improving the children’s material conditions, such as setting up boarding schools or supplying pupils with better shoes, and the enhancement of propaganda work among parents in order to eradicate cultural backwardness in the children’s homes.

Bikchentai insisted that the approximately nine-month mental-age lag that he had established did not mean that Tatars were behind Russians in terms of intelligence; on the contrary, he consistently stressed that tatdeti were in terms of both physical and mental development on a par with Russian schoolchildren. What the nine-month mental-age lag meant was that Tatar schoolchildren were nine months behind the RSFSR’s established school standards. Significantly, Bikchentai’s precise measure of this lag was obtained through the Binet test. Bikchentai argued that there was a neat correlation between a child’s performance in the Binet test and this child’s scholastic performance (*uspeshnost’*), that is, that the two measures and norms, those of mental development, on the one hand, and those of educational development, on the other, matched very closely. Bikchentai’s use of the Binet test showed, for example, that children in the same class tended to be of roughly the same mental age, despite the fact that they differed, sometimes quite widely, in terms of biological age (because some started school later and/or had to repeat a year or two). Given this correspondence of mental age, as the output of the Binet test, and the standard age for a
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77 The latter was blamed on the oppression of the Tatars (and national minorities more generally) under tsarism. Cf. Shumskii, Mansurov. Psikhologicheskii uroven’. P. 209.
given school year, as prescribed by the Soviet education system, Bikchentai understood the Binet test as: (a) an effective tool for measuring at what school level (i.e., year or grade) a given child should be; and (b) how far ahead or behind Moscow Tatar schools might be in relation to the RSFSR school standard measured in terms of years of schooling.

Bikchentai was concerned about whether and how Tatar schools would make up the lag that he diagnosed using the Binet test. His key proposal for solving this problem, aside from trying to improve the material and cultural conditions in which Tatar children were being raised and educated, was to lengthen the obligatory period of schooling, that is, to increase the number of years that Tatar children spent in primary school.\(^7^9\) The lengthening of the period of schooling (\textit{udlinenie srokov obucheniia}) for ethnic minorities (by at least one year for primary schools) was, indeed, discussed at this time as one of the potential ethnonational “deviations” from the integrated system of public education.\(^8^0\) This “deviation” was defended principally by the argument of the additional burden of working in two different languages. Most widespread were proposals for primary schools for national minorities to offer a five-year instead of a four-year course.\(^8^1\) This was considered a “deviation” in the sense that the national minority schools still needed to fit compatibly into the overall system. Thus, a child who completed, say, the Kirgiz five-year primary school should be entitled to enter the fifth year (not the sixth) of the Russian seven-year school.\(^8^2\)

Bikchentai’s own proposal was to increase the standard for Tatars in Moscow by two years, so that the four-year primary school, which would normally last from the age of seven to eleven, should last six years, from the age of seven to thirteen.\(^8^3\) He saw this proposal as a progressive measure, one that gave Tatar children a chance to meet the required targets of educational development stipulated by the \textit{edinaia sistema}. For Bikchentai, this extension was needed in part because Tatar children had to work in two languages (their native Tatar as well as Russian), but also because their material, cultural, and schooling environment made their “school age,” based on the Binet test, nine months behind expected educational norms. He believed that without such a measure of effectively adjusting the educational standard for the Tatar schools, expressed in years of schooling, Tatar

\(^7^9\) Bikchentai. Pedologiia i natshkola.
\(^8^0\) Gasilov. O sisteme narodnogo obrazovaniia. Pp. 34–36.
\(^8^1\) See also Shumskii, Mansurov. Psikhologicheskii uroven’. P. 228.
\(^8^3\) Bikchentai. Pedologiia i natshkola.
children would always remain a step behind Russian ones and would never reach the standards required to progress to higher educational levels that would lead to better careers.

However, this was not how Bikchentai’s proposal was subsequently interpreted. Indeed, his campaign to essentially entitle ethnic minorities to a longer period in school in order to enable them to go farther in life was understood as an attempt to lower the norm of intellectual and educational development for ethnic minorities (the implication being that Tatars needed extra years in school because they were somehow “slower”).

In other words, Bikchentai’s idea was interpreted not dissimilarly to Shtilerman’s proposal to “lower the bar” for the “Uzbek scale,” given the connection that Bikchentai was making between “mental age” and “school age.” This was why he too became a prominent target of political denunciation, as someone supposedly campaigning to institutionalize Tatar “backwardness” within the Soviet educational system, while backing this up with methodologically dubious mental testing results.

**The Expeditionary Method: The Emergence of Ethnographic Pedology**

The wider coordination of pedological work with the nearly 200 “non-Russian-speaking nationalities” (natsional’nosti nerusskogo iazyka) across the territory of the RSFSR, and especially research into ethnicities situated in the more isolated areas of the Federative Republic, was entrusted primarily to Moscow’s Institute for the Methods of Work in Schools (Institut metodov shkol’noi raboty; IMSR). This Institute established a Section for the Pedagogy of the Peoples of Non-Russian Languages (Sektsiia pedagogiki narodov nerusskogo iazyka), which was expected to formulate a research plan on national minorities (po linii natsmen) within the framework of the “common and integrated orientation of our pedagogy.” Its task was
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articulated as the “Sovietization of non-Russian-speaking nationalities,” which meant finding a “formulation that would integrate this heterogeneity of characteristics into some kind of new unity.”\(^8\)

However, in terms of specifically pedological research, the institute took a somewhat different direction. Within its national minorities section the IMSR established a so-called Monographic Commission (Monograficheskaia komissia), which was task with developing new methods of pedological work that targeted the least well-known ethnic groups within the Federation.\(^9\) As the title of this commission suggested, it adopted a “monographic” approach, meaning that each ethnic group was to be studied in its own right and in a comprehensive way. This included the description of the given minority’s socioeconomic environment, culture, and byt, the study of the ethnic child’s “organism” at individual and population levels, both anthropologically and psychologically, and finally, the detailing of the local conditions and practices of family upbringing and schooling. Of priority were the most “backward” ethnicities, residing in some of the remotest areas of the RSFSR, and the principal approach proposed was the “expeditionary method.”

From the state’s point of view these were minority groups that needed to be urgently brought into the fold of Soviet civilization in economic and political terms, as well as in terms of medical and educational services.\(^9\) The pedological expeditions organized by the IMSR had, as models, first, economic expeditions, which were at this time being sent out to the distant peripheries to explore the suitability of certain regions and populations for industrial development, natural-resource exploitation, and agricultural collectivization; and second, medical expeditions, which were organized for the purposes of monitoring and improving health in the RSFSR’s undeveloped regions.\(^9\) The latter expeditions were sometimes focused on specific health problems (e.g., venereal disease), but many performed more systematic medical checks, which included anthropometric measurements and blood tests, of the kind that school-prophylactic clinics carried out in urban localities. They sometimes recorded similar features: for example, an expedition
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\(^{8}\) Ibid. P. 98: “sovietizatsiia natsional’nosti nerusskogo iazyka”; “formulirovka ob”ediniatishchaia eto raznoobrazie osobnosti v nekoe novoe edinstvo.”

\(^{9}\) V sektsii pedagogiki narodnostei.


to the Northern Caucasus in 1925, organized by the Russian Red Cross, made particular note of brachycephaly or the “flatbread-like nape” (zatylok lepeshkoi) among the Chechens, the same “racial trait” that Shtilerman was observing at this time among the Uzbeks of Tashkent.92

Medic-led expeditions also engaged in forms of ethnography, exploring the sociocultural conditions in which local populations lived, since factors of byt were considered just as important as bodily properties in understanding the causes of the pathologies that the doctors were interested in eradicating. Furthermore, in the late 1920s, some of the medic-led expeditions also incorporated psychometric research focused on children. The key example here is the expedition to Buryat Mongolia in the summer of 1929, led by Dr. E. E. Granat and commissioned by the Section for the Protection of the Health of Children and Youth (Otdel okhrany zdorov’ia detei i podrostkov) of Buryat Mongolia’s Commissariat of Health (Narkomzdrav BMASSR) and the Children’s Commission (Detkomissiia) of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee (Vserossiiskii tsentral’nyi ispolnitel’nyi komitet or VTsIK, the RSFSR’s main executive organ at this time).93 This expedition included intelligence testing among the local Buryat and Russian children, conducted by Dr. E. N. Zgorzhel’skaia. Zgorzhel’skaia used the short Rossolimo test and concluded that there were no significant differences in the mental abilities of the two ethnic groups living in the region, but did not elaborate any further on this.

The first task of the IMSR’s Monographic Commission – assigned to it by the section for national minorities of RSFSR’s Narkompros’s executive organ, the State Academic Council (Gosudarstvennyi uchenyi sovet; GUS) and the Committee of the North (Komitet severa, affiliated with VTsIK and established in 1924 following the liquidation of the RSFSR’s Commissariat of Nationalities) – was to prepare a group of pedology students from the 2nd Moscow State University (2nd MGU, today’s Moscow Pedagogical

State University) to be sent on an expedition to the Northern Baikal and Altai regions in the summer of 1929. The expedition to Northern Baikal focused on the children of the Tungus. The expedition to the Altai Mountains focused on the Altai and the Telengit populations. Reports on these expeditions were published in the journal *Pedologiia*, the second issue of 1930.

The expeditions organized by the IMSR did not include medical staff or anthropometricians and their focus was on the conditions and outcomes of local children’s mental and educational development. The Monographic Commission, headed by A. M. Shubert (who had made her name as one of Russia’s leading methodologists in the sphere of psychometrics), was expected to chart new pedological methodologies for studying national minorities. In this context, Shubert emphasized the importance of incorporating the theories and methods of ethnopsychology and ethnography into already established pedological practices. However, the two expeditions included among their principal methodologies standard psychometric tests and the questionnaire method (*anketa*), the latter being designed to explore the native children’s mental horizon (*krugozor*), that is, their familiarity with and understanding of the world, both that around them and that beyond their immediate experiences.

Shubert conceded that these two Siberian expeditions encountered many difficulties and had some serious flaws. Funding was minimal and time for preparations very tight. The participants were mostly students, inexperienced and insufficiently trained as researchers, lacking the knowledge of local languages. The journey to the destinations was long and arduous, and the localities to be studied not always wisely selected, leading to much time being wasted in travel. The expeditions had to be carried out during the summer holidays when the schools were not operational and it consequently proved impossible to assemble sufficient numbers of children for serious psychometric research. This meant, crucially, that the expeditions were unable to generate statistically pertinent data. Moreover, tests and questionnaires were very difficult to carry out because of the language barrier and
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95 Aspects of these expeditions are also briefly discussed in Kudrinekova. K voprosu, and Valsiner. Developmental Psychology. Pp. 287–294. For other outcomes, such as the strong interest in the drawing abilities of the Tungus (Evenks) and the Altai (Oirot), see A. M. Shubert. Izobrazitel’nye sposobnosti detei evenkov (tungusov). Leningrad, 1935.
the native population’s lack of familiarity with the tasks and questions put
to them. Children displayed resistance, boredom, “fatigue,” and distraction
whenever they were expected to do “mental work,” even when bribed with
sweets and pencils. As a consequence, the expeditions ended up prioritizing
ethnographic observation, with a focus on byt, detailing conditions of family
life, modes of upbringing, the behavior of parents and children toward each
other, children’s games, and crafts.

Given that psychometrics was Shubert’s principal expertise, mental
testing was by no means abandoned. However, the above context of re-
search radically transformed the meaning and purpose of testing, shifting
its function from the quantitative measurement of mental abilities as a way
of assessing the children’s fitness for schooling, to what was framed as a
qualitative analysis of the distinctive mental processes of the ethnic groups
under study. Due to the small samples and the children’s resistances to the
tests, the objective of the exercise was reframed as a form of methodological
trailing, aimed at creating better testing methods for these populations in the
future. For example, native children’s performance in the Rossolimo test
showed that in tasks that measured attention they performed better when
they could connect their visual observation with some physical movement
in reaction to it (zritel’no-dvigatel’noe vnimanie). This led to the conclusion
that future tests for these populations ought to prioritize visual stimuli and
physical actions (tests nagliadnogo or deistvennogo kharaktera). It was
similarly argued that one should avoid abstract or hypothetical questions
since it was these that, according to researchers’ reports, caused native
children to scream and cry and run off into the mountains.

However, unlike Solov’ev’s and Baranova’s methodological research, this
“trailing” was not aimed at systematically adapting existing tests to the native
populations. The expeditions focused rather on revealing inherent (osobenno
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prisushchie) mental characteristics in the given native populations – that is, characteristics that, in a way, exemplified the difference of the populations in question. The researchers’ key assumption was that the isolated life of these communities meant that they were bound to be different, since they were unexposed to the “leveling out of distinctiveness” (nivelirovka svoeobraziia) that was otherwise characteristic of modern civilization thanks to literacy and mobility. Indeed, a key aim of the expeditions was to explore the previously unknown aspects of these remote populations; and it was the more “outlandish” parts of the data collected that attracted the most attention. As a result, given that the emphasis was both on the distinctiveness (svoeobrazie) and on the unfamiliarity of these ethnic populations, it did not seem to matter that the expedition’s findings were based on relatively small samples (na malom chelovecheskom materiale).

Even when studying educational tasks of relevance to the establishment of the edinaia sistema, the expeditions emphasized exotic difference. For example, in the context of studying difficulties that the “national child” (natsional’nyi rebenok) had in acquiring Russian, the researchers were interested in observing how long the characteristics of the children’s native language (the latter’s supposed “concreteness,” “visuality,” “emotive charge,” and “magic-like” association of word and thing) were retained in their use of Russian. It was also argued that one needed to assemble detailed ethnographic and ethnopsychological knowledge on a given minority before being able to correctly interpret and understand responses gathered through tests or questionnaires.

The ethnopedological perspective that emphasized svoeobrazie conformed well with a new rhetoric that started to be used to reframe the principles of normativity on which mental tests for minorities were expected to be based. As Aron B. Zalkind, the leading figure of Soviet pedology at this time, argued at the All-Union Congress for the Study of Human Behavior (Vsesoiuzhnyi s”ezd po izucheniiu povedeniia cheloveka) in Leningrad (January 25–February 1, 1930):

Surely it is not right to put questions that had been developed on the basis of the socioeconomic and sociocultural experiences of our

104 Bulanov. Materialy. P. 204.
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own or Western capitals to children of our national minorities living in their own distinctive conditions of class struggle, climate, culture, and everyday life?! If we were to do the reverse and construct tests on the basis of the experiences of the population of [say] Turkestan and then send these off to the Western capitals, it would be interesting to see how many dozens of percentages of imbeciles would be diagnosed over there.\textsuperscript{109}

Zalkind’s ostensibly “relativist” perspective and rhetoric were prompted mostly by the criticism of pedological research by Party officials from the national peripheries who were unhappy about the fact that pedologists were using tests and surveys to present their territories and populations as still “backward,” not just intellectually but socioeconomically and politicoculturally, something that reflected badly on them in the context of the demands and expectations of the First Five-Year Plan.\textsuperscript{110} However, this “relativist” reframing of psychometric norms relied also on the way that the practice of mental testing, as applied to ethnic minorities, came to be reshaped by the distinctive ethnopedological framework described above.\textsuperscript{111} In the context of studying the RSFSR’s most isolated ethnic groups, normativity established by standard psychometric methodologies simply ceased to make sense, no longer producing meaningful outputs, and it ultimately had to give way to a very different research focus on the svoeobrazie (or “difference” as such) of a given ethnonational group in which normativity featured only very vaguely.

This went hand in hand with a new mantra in the pedology of national minorities, namely, that “methods” (above all mental testing standards) developed on and for the study of one ethnonational group should not be applied “mechanically” to another such group.\textsuperscript{112} This principle significantly undermined the legitimacy of any attempt to use psychometrics in order to compare different nationalities. However, this did not mean that testing was abandoned altogether, given that it was still being used across the USSR for managing the school system (mostly for the purposes of routine streaming).\textsuperscript{113} And yet, the above injunction complicated the realization of the equally important principle that mental tests were expected to provide a

\textsuperscript{110} Kurek. O sotsial’noi istorii kul’turo-istoricheskoi psikhologii.
\textsuperscript{111} See Shubert. Problemy pedologii natsional’nosteii.
\textsuperscript{112} Ibid. P. 56.
\textsuperscript{113} Baranov. Pedologicheskaia služba.
Union-wide measure of fitness for productive schoolwork.\textsuperscript{114} In 1930–1931, the route out of this contradiction was to kick the problem into the long grass by recommending that researchers working on national minorities limit their mental testing research to a (preliminary) “qualitative analysis” of the way in which minorities approached the different tasks set in the tests.\textsuperscript{115}

\textit{Modeling the History of the Mind: The Vygotskian Cultural-Historical Framework}

The above expeditions examined specific ethnic groups and emphasized the latter’s \textit{svoeobrazie}; however, they also posed a broader question – namely, what methods should one use to research a child, “growing up in a cultural context \textit{more primitive than our own}”?\textsuperscript{116} The remote and isolated ethnic groups were considered to be of interest and value not just in and of themselves, but because researchers expected them to represent “pure” ethnic types (\textit{chistyi tip}), that is, purer than the type found in groups already affected by civilization.\textsuperscript{117} At the same time, the reason that Western ethno-psychology, which focused on the so-called “primitive man,” was deemed to be potentially useful was that its framing of the psychology of “primitive peoples” served as a model of “simpler” forms of mental structure.\textsuperscript{118} It was the fusion of the “purity” (of ethnic form) and the “simplicity” (of mental structure) that Soviet researchers expected to find among the Union’s most isolated minorities. This did not mean that Soviet ethnic minorities were themselves thought of as “primitive peoples” strictly speaking; it was rather that: (a) extant psychological studies of “primitive peoples” could serve as provisional models for interpreting some of the distinctive mental structures of the least well-known Soviet minority groups; and (b) that the study of the distinctive mental structures of the remotest Soviet minorities could assist Soviet researchers in constructing general theories about the development of the human mind – about its past as well as its future.

The latter approach to Soviet national minorities was generated, in particular, by the work of Lev S. Vygotsky and Alexander R. Luria. Vygotsky became a significant influence on the pedology of national minorities thanks

\textsuperscript{114} Bikchentai. Ocherednye zadachi natspedologii. P. 33: “nam nuzhny merki, sposobny dlia ustanovleniia proizvodstvennogo urovnia detei … vsekh natsional’nostei”.
\textsuperscript{115} Shubert. Problemy pedologii natsional’nostei. P. 57.
\textsuperscript{116} Bulanov. Materialy po izucheniiu povedeniiia. P. 194 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{117} Ventskovskii. Pedagogicheskoe izuchenie natsmen. P. 99.
\textsuperscript{118} Ibid. P. 99.
to the book Studies in the History of Behavior, which he coauthored with Luria, that was published (after some delay) in 1930.\footnote{L. S. Vygotskii, A. R. Luria. Etiudy po istorii povedeniia. Moscow, 1930. For a discussion of this work, see especially Chapter 9 in René van Der Veer, Jaan Valsiner. Understanding Vygotsky: A Quest for Synthesis. Oxford, 1991.} Vygotsky’s interest in national minorities emerged in the context of the development of his “cultural-historical” framework of human and child development. It was the second chapter of the above book, where Vygotsky presented ethnographic findings on “primitive,” non-Western peoples (relying mostly on the work of Richard Thurnwald and Lucien Lévy-Bruhl), which was cited the most in relation to the emerging subfield of the pedology of national minorities.

Vygotsky argued that in order to understand how higher mental processes developed in humans one must study the history of mankind, because it was only through the development of specific cultural instruments, such as speech, language, and counting devices, that mental processes that distinguished the human mind emerged. Every child needed to incorporate these cultural instruments from the sociocultural environment into which they were born, as part of the developmental transformation from the “primitive,” “organic,” “natural” forms of thought to (culturally supported and tool-assisted) “higher mental processes.” Vygotsky understood the cultural development of a child as going through four phases.\footnote{Van Der Veer, Valsiner. Understanding Vygotsky. Pp. 237–238.} The first was primitive natural behavior, where there was no use of cultural instruments as such. The second was the naive phase, where cultural means were available, but the child did not understand their function. The third phase was the child’s external use of cultural tools. The fourth stage followed the “interiorization” of cultural tools as “higher mental functions.” This model corresponded to the story of “civilization,” based on the idea that humans mastered mental processes by introducing new, artificial elements into their natural existential situation in order to thereby transform the latter to their advantage.

Vygotsky was especially concerned with the shift in mental structures from the “natural” to the “cultural.” Furthermore, he believed that seismic social changes (such as those that came with attempts to rapidly modernize the remotest parts of Soviet Eurasia at this time), could play a major role in creating the necessary conditions for said shift. In his view, the First Five-Year Plan offered a historic opportunity for researchers to observe and empirically verify the transformations that he was hypothesizing in theory.\footnote{Ibid. Pp. 242–245.} It was in this context that Soviet ethnic minorities became of prime interest to
him and Luria. The most distant and exotic Soviet minorities were for them not so much “primitive” exemplars of the human past, but models for testing a particular, cultural-historical theory of the evolution of the human mind.\textsuperscript{122}

Vygotsky’s ideas proved highly influential in the framing of some aspects of the above 1929 expeditions to Siberia, especially the Altai one, where one of the researchers was A. V. Zaporozhets.\textsuperscript{123} Zaporozhets was tasked with the responsibility for carrying out psychometric testing on the local schoolchildren.\textsuperscript{124} What he did in the end, however, was to subordinate this primary duty to a Vygotskian analysis of native children’s mental processes as a function of elaborating a theory of human mental development in general.\textsuperscript{125}


\textsuperscript{124} On what follows, see Zaporozhets. Umstvennoe razvitie.

As a piece of quantitative research Zaporozhets’s psychometric study was, from a methodological perspective, a grotesque failure, and was subsequently ridiculed as a caricature of mental testing at its most absurd.\(^{126}\) However, Zaporozhets was in fact doing something very different from what the tests that he used (especially the Binet test in Shubert’s redaction) expected of him. First, Zaporozhets fused the Telengit and the Altai into a single “Oirot” group on the basis that they spoke essentially the same Oirot language; second, he presented them as socioeconomically homogeneous; third, and most controversially, despite the fact that he tested individuals between the ages of eight and twenty, he claimed that age difference was irrelevant, since the tests seemed to be equally difficult to schoolchildren and young adults! He also excluded from the corpus those children whom the Oirot themselves labeled “defective” (nepolnortsennye) and those whom he assessed as “Russified” (obrusevshie altaity).\(^{127}\) In other words, Zaporozhets performed a quite deliberate and systematic homogenization of the group under study. This reflected his understanding of his research subjects as not simply “distinctive” (svoeobraznye), but also, and more important, as exemplary. Indeed, as a cohort they embodied the “normal” as well as the “pure” mental structures of a population exemplifying (a) humans at a relatively low (“primitive”) stage of economic and cultural development, and (b) the “natural” or “organic” structure of the human mind.

Zaporozhets stressed that one could not and should not link the “distinctiveness of mental ability” (svoeobrazie umstvennoi odarennosti) of the Oirot to some biological mechanism; their mental structure was not a racial characteristic.\(^{128}\) Proof of this was that biological mechanisms were simply too conservative by nature and would not permit the relatively quick changes that one observed in the development of Oirot children placed in new socio-cultural circumstances (e.g., Soviet schools). At the same time, it was not sufficient to argue that the Oirot thought in the way they did simply because they had not been exposed to enough schooling (e.g., the “pedagogical neglect” argument put forward by Shtilerman in his assessment of the Uzbeks of Tashkent, or Baranova’s emphasis on “training”). In Zaporozhets’s view, there were certain deeper psychological regularities (zakonomernosti) that explained the distinctive way the Oirot child (rebenok-oirot) remembered, counted, and thought.\(^{129}\)


\(^{128}\) Ibid. P. 228.

\(^{129}\) Ibid. P. 228.
The Oirot mind was not interesting to Zaporozhets in and of itself, though: it was there to illustrate the history of the human mind as part of a more general cultural-historical theory of the emergence and reproduction of “higher mental processes.” Since Zaporozhets’s empirical research could not actually prove anything in itself, what he did in the report published in Pedologija was to restate the Vygotskian hypothesis; in other words, he simply rearticulated the Vygotskian model as his interpretation of the “data” collected among the Oirot. For example, Zaporozhets argued that the workings of the Oirot child’s mind made visible the nature of “organic memory,” which was said to be part of the “plasticity of the nervous system” and which was yet to move through “history” before becoming “cultural memory.” The development of the latter (according to Vygotsky, as quoted by Zaporozhets) begins only at the point where man “masters his memory” (instead of using it as a “natural force”). Organic, physiological memory was better developed in the Oirot than in the European, Zaporozhets argued; but cultural memory, which depended on the cultural tools created over centuries and then interiorized by the modern child during socialization, was better developed in the European than in the Oirot.130

In discussing how native Oirot children approached another test, the Pintner–Paterson test,131 Zaporozhets claimed to have observed three different problem-solving strategies that the children seemed to be adopting.132 Some children approached the Pintner–Paterson puzzles through sheer trial and error. Others seemed able to solve the puzzles quickly, but without knowing how or why (this was said to be characteristic of the “optical intellect” typical of the “eidetic mind” attributed to “primitive peoples” as well as very young children).133 The third group of children displayed a “planned approach,” supposedly verbalized through “egocentric, planning speech.” Zaporozhets was here again closely following Vygotskian theory and rhetoric; his “analysis” of the empirical material was ultimately a way of rehearsing a particular schema; so much so that Zaporozhets in the end had to confess that: “One must, of course, to a certain extent, admit the hypothetical nature of the above classification of approaches to solving the test.”134

130 Ibid. P. 228–29.
131 On these tests, see Rudolf Pintner, Donald G. Paterson. A Scale of Performance Tests. New York, 1917.
133 See also Shubert. Izobrazitel’nye sposobnosti detei evenkov. Here the seemingly remarkable drawing abilities of children raised in cultures deemed at the low stage of development are attributed specifically to eidetic perception.
Another example is Zaporozhets’s observation of the seemingly peculiar combination in the Oirot schoolchildren of, on the one hand, a certain attention deficit (low scores for *ustoichivost’ vnimaniia*), and, on the other, the fact that they were highly observant (high scores for *nabliudatel’nost’*).\(^\text{135}\) What seemed to be happening here, argued Zaporozhets, was that the Oirot child became attentive only when faced with a new external situation. However (following Vygotsky’s model again), the Oirot child evidently lacked the ability to organize his/her activity from within; action was always being prompted from the outside, activating merely the biological, organic, natural “preconditions of attention” (*predposylki vnimaniia*).\(^\text{136}\)

The reason for this, according to Zaporozhets, was that the Oirot had apparently (as yet) little or no ability to “master” “attention”; this “mastery” was, however, essential for any working environment, whether a school or a factory, where one had to perform systematic, repetitive labor (in contrast to the taiga or the mountains, where the Oirot engaged in activities like hunting or shepherding). This, Zaporozhets claimed, explained the low adaptation of nomadic peoples to organized production more generally. This was not to be attributed to these groups’ famed “laziness,” or to the fact that they lived in poor conditions, or that they were constitutionally weak. The reason for the above difficulties of adaptation to labor lay, according to Zaporozhets, in the fact that systematic productive work required the laborer to organize his/her actions “internally.” It was this that the Oirot nomad herdsman had less ability for than the Russian factory worker. Turning the nomad into a factory worker was not a matter of imparting or accumulating particular skills.\(^\text{137}\) What needed to happen was a “rupture” (*lomka*) of older, less perfect instruments of thought, and the mastery of new, more advanced ones, and this could happen only in conditions of a cultural revolution.

**A Stillborn Science: Natsmen Pedology in the Five-Year Plan**

The Vygotskian grand narrative of the emergence of “higher mental processes” intersected here with the grand narrative of the Five-Year Plan that focused on the enablement of “backward” Soviet national minorities to “leap across entire historical periods” by being “placed onto the tracks of Soviet [read “advanced”] technology, economy, and ideology.”\(^\text{138}\)

\(^{135}\) Ibid. P. 229.

\(^{136}\) Ibid.

\(^{137}\) Ibid. P. 230.

1929, as the above expeditions to Siberia were in full swing, Aron Zalkind presented research on the development of the “national child” (natsional’nyi rebenok) as one of the pivotal problems of the forthcoming Five-Year Plan. At the meeting of the Interdepartmental Pedology Planning Commission of the State Academic Council (Mezhduvedomstvennaia planovaia pedologicheskaia komissiia Gusa) he proposed that the pedology of national minorities should form one entire section (the fourth one) of pedology’s own five-year plan.\textsuperscript{139} The pedology of national minorities was to be understood as the subfield of pedology that focused on the development and education of children in national provinces (oblasti) and republics, in line with the Party’s policy on the development of nationalities (narodnosti). The idea was to transform the hunter and the shepherd into a modern builder of the future communist society.\textsuperscript{140}

This was one of the reasons why the IMSR planned in the forthcoming year to focus on the theme of “settlement and proletarization” (osedanie na zemliu i proletarizatsiia).\textsuperscript{141} Its researchers were proposing to study groups such as the Bukhara Jews, the Moscow gypsies, a Jewish kolkhoz in Siberia, and a gypsy kolkhoz in the Northern Caucasus. The purpose of the pedology of national minorities more generally was to situate the ethnic minority child in the radical rupturing of the “old ways” (lomka starykh ustoev)\textsuperscript{142} and to figure out the most appropriate means of effecting the necessary shifts in their minds and behavior, establishing the laws of the national child’s “capacity for change” (peremenosposobnost’), while developing methods for working with the “plasticity” and “pliability” (podatlivost’) of the national child’s “organism.”\textsuperscript{143}
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Some researchers, namely, those based in areas where agricultural collectivization was in full force, went even further in trying to align their work to the needs of the Stalinist state. For example, when conducting regular anthropometric monitoring of Chuvash schoolchildren, the pedology lab of the Chuvash Scientific Research Institute in Cheboksary, headed by M. Efimov, took special note of the bodily measurements of schoolchildren whose parents were known not to have paid their agricultural tax in kind (sel’khoznalog). Moreover, Efimov’s surveys among the Chuvash children took particular interest in their statements about the kolkhoz, about Lenin, and about Soviet power more generally.

At the center, namely, Moscow, the primary focus of concern was the coordination of this emergent field of research as a Union-wise enterprise. Both Zalkind and Vygotsky argued that the development of the pedology of national minorities required more systematic institutional organization. Already in 1929 Vygotsky lamented that work in this subarea was being carried out through the sporadic efforts of isolated researchers, labs, and institutes. In his view, research done in the localities lacked a methodological center and was governed by random and often outdated tasks and objectives. Vygotsky proposed that the pedology of national minorities should establish a core research base in Moscow, which would be responsible for theoretical and methodological work and would direct empirical studies carried out by departments and labs in the peripheries. These local organizations were expected to perform routine monitoring as part of the service provided to the local population, but their primary research task would be to collect mass data, to test general hypotheses proposed by the center, and to specify the “particularities of the development of the mass child” in their respective ethnonational contexts.

There was considerable excitement about this new subarea of pedological research in 1929–1930, especially in the wake of the expeditions of the summer of 1929 and in preparation for the Leningrad All-Union Congress for the Study of Human Behavior in early 1930. A number of journals started publishing papers on the topic, including periodicals that were not strictly pedological, but were concerned with problems of kul’turnoe stroitel’stvo

---
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among the national minorities (e.g., Prosveshchenie natsional’nostei, Revoliutsiia i natsional’nost’, Narodnoe prosveshchenie, Revoliutsiia i pis’mennost’, Prosveshchenie Sibiri). 147 Pedology’s flagship journal, Pedologiya, devoted an entire issue to this topic (1930, no. 2, edited by Zalkind), basing it mostly on papers delivered at the Leningrad Human Behavior Congress earlier that year.

Slightly different labels were used to refer to this domain of pedological research, namely: (a) pedologiya natsional’nykh men’shinstv (pedology of national minorities) or natsmen pedologiya for short; and (b) pedologiya natsional’nostei (pedology of nationalities), also rendered as natsional’naia pedologiya (national pedology) or pedologiya detei-natsionalov (pedology of national children). 148 These terms were not exactly synonymous. The pedology of the natsmen rebenok was understood to be focusing on the “national-minority child” as a distinct category within the Soviet child population. Some contrasted this framing negatively to the pedology of the rebenok national. The latter implied that ethnic-minority children should be studied as representatives of fully recognized Soviet “nationalities,” rather than “minorities,” and, consequently, as members of the Soviet child population in general (i.e., not as a separate category, but as “national” aspects of the Soviet “mass child”). 149

References to “national minorities” were becoming more euphemistic in this context, while at the same time reflecting the quite specific ways in which these minorities were framed as subjects of research. For example, in the context of ethnopedological expeditions that foregrounded svoeobra-zie, minority populations would be dubbed “peoples of distinctive culture” (narody svoeobraznoi kul’tury). In contexts that emphasized the bilingual aspect of minority schooling within the edinaia sistema of public education, they would be referred to as “non-Russian-speaking nationalities” (natsional’nosti nerusskogo iazyka).

The 1930 Human Behavior Congress in Leningrad became a major rallying point for this nascent subfield of Soviet child science. Zalkind spoke at the congress, calling for all disciplines devoted to the study of man, and not just pedology, to engage in assisting the Soviet state in carrying out the rapid modernization of areas populated by national minorities. The IMSR

148 Shubert. Problemy pedologii natsional’nostei. P. 56. Shubert also mentions the term rasovaia pedologiya (racial pedology), although she is here most probably alluding to usage outside of the USSR.
149 Bikchentai. Pedologiya i natsshkola. P. 300.
called an impromptu meeting (*letuchee soveshchanie*) of delegates from the Soviet peripheries who were engaged in pedological work on different nationalities.\(^{150}\) Reports were received both from Moscow (where the lead institutions were the IMSR, the 2nd MGU and the Academy of Communist Upbringing) and from delegates representing Baku, Tashkent, Samarkand, and Almaty.\(^{151}\) The assembled pedologists discussed major problems and obstacles, such as pervasive underfunding (the fact that the government’s economic planners were not taking the issues on which the pedologists focused seriously enough), the perennial lack of resources and infrastructure in the peripheries, and numerous difficulties experienced in organizing expeditions to very remote areas. They agreed to form a common network and planned a special conference on this topic in Moscow in the future.\(^{152}\)

It was decided at the 1930 Congress that future research in the pedology of national minorities would focus on the question of “how easily and quickly the neuropsychic organism of particular nationalities adapted to ruptures in their established way of life” and on what needed to be taken into account when designing educational methods in this context.\(^{153}\) Priority was to be given to researching socioeconomic factors at the expense of establishing biological differences in human type (i.e., “racial characteristics”). Researchers were encouraged to study class differentiation within a given national

---


\(^{151}\) There were, of course, many other regional labs that specialized in the study of national minorities, such as those in Kazan, Cheboksary, and Krasnoyarsk, but also elsewhere. See: Z. M. Batalina. Pedologicheskaia laboratoriia pri Kazanskom sostochnom pedagogicheskem institute // Psikhologia. 1930. Vol. 3. No. 1. Pp. 127–133; Efimov. Rabota pedologo-pedagogicheskogo kabineta. S. N. Tseniuga. Pedologicheskaia sluzhba v uchebnykh zavedeniiaakh Prieniseiskogo kraia (1920–1930 gg.).

\(^{152}\) Not long after, as acting president of the Interdepartmental Pedology Commission, Vygotsky issued a call to the peripheries proposing a conference devoted specifically to *natsmen* pedology, the aim being to collect information on work done in different parts of the Union. The key areas of interest were expected to be the study of hygiene conditions, the development of mental testing, and the rationalization of education “in national conditions” (*v natsional’nykh usloviakh*), as well as the planning of expeditionary work and the development of ethnopsychology. L. S. Vygotskii, A. Pechatnikov. Plan sozyva konferentsii po natsmenpedologii // Pedologiia. 1930. No. 4. Pp. 529–530. See also Bikchentai. Pedologiia i natsshkola (speech at a conference of *natsmenavtory* that took place in Moscow on 22 October 1930).

\(^{153}\) Shubert. Problemy pedologii natsional’nostei. P. 56.
group and to highlight issues of “class struggle” as something critical to national groups’ “breaking with the old ways.” And finally, pedologists were instructed to foreground potentials and opportunities, forward-looking developments and positive shifts, rather than to describe backwardness, diagnose problems, or stress challenges, as tended to be the case prior to 1930.

Thus, already at this relatively early stage (i.e., the midpoint of the First Five-Year Plan), the declared mission of hauling national minorities from “backwardness” into “socialism” was in tension with the stated objective of eradicating “backwardness” in these territories and, above all, of including national minorities as equal and active participants in the construction of socialism. The latter was meant to be achieved primarily by means of fostering native cadres in the peripheries. In fact, the eradication of old national elites, the status of which was dependent on preexisting social structures and power relations, and the creation and promotion of new, loyal, cadres from these groups was what the political injunction to bring “class struggle” into the study of national minorities was ultimately about. While it was precisely the more remote, “Eastern,” parts of the USSR (such as Central Asia, in contrast to, say, Ukraine) that were experiencing the greatest push to foster and enthroned new elites at this particular juncture (given that these areas had been slower to integrate into the Soviet political and economic structures during the 1920s), it now became essential to ensure that these newly created loyal cadres were not presented as still “backward.” It was the local Party bosses who raised this issue first (as we have seen in the condemnation of Shtilerman by Zelinskii). But as early as 1931 Stalin himself started flagging the beginning of the end of the cultural revolution, making it suddenly highly problematic for anyone to carry out scientific research that, either implicitly or explicitly, contradicted the anticipated achievements of the First Five-Year Plan in these more challenging parts of the Soviet Union.154

Researchers working on the pedology of national minorities were, as a result, very quickly caught in a double-bind. For example, Vygotsky and Luria’s Studies in the History of Behavior met some stern criticism very soon upon its publication in 1930.155 The section devoted to the “primitive man” was denounced for political incorrectness, namely, for the supposed attribution of “primitivism” to representatives of Soviet national minorities. Shubert was also criticized for suggesting that many of the ethnic minori-

154 Slezkin. Sovetskaia etnografiia v nokdaune. P. 120.
ties were still engaged in older forms of economy, which was apparently no longer the case.\footnote{P. Nikolaev. Ob odnoi iz zadach marksistko-leninskoj pedagogiki // Prosveshchenie natsional’nostei. 1931. No. 4. Pp. 34–40.} The IMSR was censured for underestimating pedagogical achievements in the national republics and for allegedly not recognizing the “distinctiveness” of pedagogical work carried out by the nationalities whose language was not Russian. In fact, what the pedologists were being accused of was that they and their methods had failed to properly acknowledge the distinctiveness of the achievements that national minorities were making in terms of educational and cultural development (and by extension their advance into socialism more generally).

The emphasis on the svoeobrazie of the national minorities, which the pedologists had themselves been constituting in 1929–1930, hereby became attached to their achievements. And indeed, the rhetoric of the Five-Year Plan nearing completion did not permit anyone to put into doubt that the plan’s projected overall achievements were being rapidly approached. The argument that “achievements” in the national peripheries could and should be distinctive — that is, the argument that each national minority had its own modes, forms, and norms of what was the necessary “achievement” in the context of the First Five-Year Plan — bolstered the argument that the First Five-Year Plan was indeed being realized as projected. Thus, national minorities were, in effect, granted (at least rhetorically, and to a large extent tacitly) their own specific “norms” of development, which one was not expected to compare to those from other parts of the Union.

This shift required a fairly aggressive delegitimation of the existing elaborate structure of normative frameworks, research methodologies, and general theories that pedology had been using to account for — that is, define, measure, and explain — “development” among the children of Soviet ethnic minorities in the context of Soviet upbringing and education in general. In other words, what was required was a political as well as a scientific delegitimation of the pedology of national minorities as such. Indeed, by 1932, the year that the First Five-Year Plan was declared complete, the pedology of national minorities began to collapse under the pressure of accusations of incompetence and allegations of the supposedly chauvinist slandering of minority groups.\footnote{Kudrimekova. K voprosu.} Practically all key figures in this subfield were denounced and called upon to repent. It was easiest to read political incorrectness into some of the older works, based on research carried out before Stalin’s “Great Break” (say, by Shtilerman or some of the other
Tashkent doctors).\textsuperscript{158} However, it also became vital to critique more recent publications, especially those that had turned the pedology of national minorities into a more systematically organized subfield of child science research, such as the themed issue of \textit{Pedologiia} (1930, no. 2), edited by Zalkind, or the collection of research papers titled \textit{Problemy natspedologii}, edited by Bikchentai.\textsuperscript{159}

At this point, the only “deviation” of relevance was the pedologists’ deviations from the Party line. Even researchers who seemed loyal and well-intentioned,\textsuperscript{160} such as Bikchentai, could be accused simultaneously of both “rightist” and “leftist” departures from it.\textsuperscript{161} Criticism was often disingenuous, skewing and misrepresenting arguments to fit the political charges. The alleged “rightists” were accused of overemphasizing outdated ethnic customs and traditions (e.g., in adaptations of tests), while the alleged “leftists” were criticized for overemphasizing the need for “leveling out” (nivelirovka), which was interpreted as assimilationism (e.g., in seeking to enforce the standardization of schooling). In the context of the achievements of the First Five-Year Plan, the “rightists” were said to be \textit{underestimating} the achieved development of national minorities, while the “leftists” were said to be \textit{overestimating} it.

Pedologists were encouraged to critique each other and they did this readily since they were often methodological opponents to begin with, even if they had relatively few stakes in politics (apart from saving their own necks). They were all, of course, also being driven to self-criticism (samokritika). Each new demonstration of \textit{samokritika} had the aim of prompting other pedologists and institutions to respond with further (self)critique.\textsuperscript{162} Pavel P. Blonsky’s 1932 condemnation of the state of play in \textit{natsmen} pedology was typical of the trend.\textsuperscript{163} Blonsky lambasted this subfield’s methodological


\textsuperscript{160} See, e.g., Bikchentai. Ocherednye zadachi natspedologii.


\textsuperscript{163} Blonskii. O nekotorykh tendentsiiakh. See also: Valitov. Za marksistsko-leninskuiu metodologiiu. Leventuev et al. Protiv velikoderzhavnogo shovinizma.
eclecticism and carefreeness, which made it adopt, unwittingly but inevitably, the pernicious influences of “bourgeois science,” with its imperialist and colonialist biases, which led either to assimilationism (typical of the United States) or to racial theories (typical of Germany). He argued that these underpinnings were often being masked with quasi-Marxist rhetoric and mere semblances of political correctness, but that none of this prevented the pedology of national minorities from becoming a “contaminated sector of our pedological front.”

Aside from admitting fault and restating Party policy, the solution that was on everyone’s lips was the preparation of national cadres in pedology. Making the development of the pedology of national minorities itself into one of the achievements through which the national minorities came to join “socialist construction” became arguably the only way to rescue this subfield. This approach was promoted as being in line with Stalin’s program for creating the new scientific and bureaucratic elite in the national peripheries, in large part by means of ethnonational “affirmative action.” It was the postgraduates from the national minorities (aspiranty-natsionaly) who were expected to be rapidly trained in natspedologiia and natspedagogika. In addition to their being promoted as representatives of that nationalities’ vanguard more generally, a major justification for their being on the front line of empirical research in the pedology of national minorities was their insider knowledge of the local byt and languages. It was expected, however, that they would also need to master “Marxist-Leninist methodology” as a key weapon in the struggle against “mechanistic materialism,” “Menshevik idealism,” “great-power chauvinism,” and “local nationalism” in pedology. However, the fostering of native pedology cadres was rather difficult to achieve in the short time envisaged. For example, when a group of eight postgraduates (five Uzbeks, a Tatar, a Tajik, and an Armenian) were sent from the Uzbek Pedagogical Academy to Moscow and Leningrad in the
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first half of 1932 for a three-month program of special training, there were many problems with the organization of the trip and the delivery of teaching, while the results were modest and ambivalent at best.\(^{170}\)

Indeed, the attempt at reforming the pedology of national minorities by means of developing national-minority researchers ultimately failed to stem the tide of criticism. By 1932, pedology more generally was on the defensive, with many leading figures, such as Zalkind, for instance, being removed from posts, and with the Party directive being to subject the entire field of child science research to radical ideological critique and methodological overhaul.\(^{171}\) Although there was a certain lull in attacks on pedology between 1932 and 1934,\(^{172}\) criticism started ratcheting up again from 1934 to 1935, not least through attempts to distance the Soviet human sciences from German racial science, following the rise of German Nazism as the Soviet Union’s most threatening ideological foe.\(^{173}\) Finally, the entire field of Soviet child science crashed by the end of the Second Five-Year Plan with the infamous decree “On the Pedological Distortions in the System of the Narkompros” (issued in July 1936), which accused pedology as a whole of being a pernicious, Trotskyist and fascist pseudo-science.\(^{174}\) The reputation that the pedology of national minorities, in particular, had acquired in 1931–1932 as a “contaminated,” methodologically ill-conceived and politically flawed, “chauvinist” and “racist” strand within Soviet child science, was used as one of the key arguments to discredit pedology.\(^{175}\)

**Conclusion**

The end of the pedology of national minorities, like the end of Soviet pedology itself, is usually explained in terms of a combination of (a) unwarranted, ideologically motivated, political interventions in science, typical of the Soviet State and the Communist Party, and (b) the relative “youth” and
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\(^{170}\) Ibid. Pp. 8–9.


\(^{172}\) Balashov. Pedologiia v Rossii. P. 168.


“immaturity” of the sciences of child development, which had been allowed to grow much too fast at this juncture, and which had, as a consequence, made some costly methodological and rhetorical blunders, to the detriment of their legitimacy. This kind of explanation, while not inaccurate when seeking to identify some of the reasons for the eventual liquidation of this area of research in the distinctive political context of the early Soviet Union, does not explain what was distinctive about the Soviet pedology of national minorities, nor why this field was so deeply implicated in the contradictions and controversies of the Soviet modernization project at this particular historical juncture.

In order to tackle this question, this article has analyzed the way in which the issue of ethnic/national/racial “difference” complicated and problematized the wider task of pedology in the Soviet Union to determine the norms of development for the Soviet “mass child.” In extant discussions of how the Soviets dealt with ethnoracial “difference” much has been made of the dilemma of whether it was the “biological” or the “social” factors that lay at its heart. And for sure, this issue comes out as a major concern in many of the primary sources on which this article is based. However, from the perspective of the analysis presented here, the “biological” vs. “social” binary does not, in fact, seem as critical as is often presumed. In the 1930s, the issue of “race” certainly became a problem, given that Soviet scientists had to differentiate their work from Nazi racial theories. Prior to that, however, “race” was deployed in the pedology of national minorities mostly as an expression of ethnicized physical constitution that played a part in accounting for “difference” in the Soviet population together and alongside ethnicized social and cultural life, and even ethnicized types of geographical/climactic habitat (e.g., the steppe, the tundra, or the mountains). Thus, the importance of “race” lay less in its framing “difference” biologically (as opposed to socially), and more in its serving as a particular framework for differentiating the Soviet population in ways deemed useful and convenient because they enabled scientific measurement and quantification in normative and typological terms.

Consequently, I have argued that in order to grasp the issues that dogged the pedology of national minorities in the late 1920s–early 1930s, we ought to focus less on the biological versus social binary, and should instead look more closely at the contradictions arising from the interplay of “difference” and “deviation” in the Soviet researchers’ multiple and diverse efforts to establish, and where possible quantify, developmental norms for the Soviet child population. These efforts proved especially controversial when it came to delineating norms of mental development, given that these norms were the most difficult to define and measure, often requiring pedologists to model their quantification on rather different types of norms, such as those of physical development or educational progression. And this was so not only because mental development was positioned ambiguously and uncertainly between what was labeled “biological” (e.g., the bodily) and “social” (e.g., the educational), but also because “deviation” and “difference” were especially difficult to disentangle when accounting for the development of the human mind, whether in quantitative or qualitative terms. As I have shown, critical here was the difficulty of distinguishing “backwardness” as stigma from “backwardness” as a transient state on the path of “development,” whether individual or, more relevantly, collective, in the context of placing entire ethnonational groups on a particular path of civilizational progress.

I have discussed how, between the mid-1920s and the mid-1930s, Soviet pedologists (broadly defined to include participants with different professional and disciplinary backgrounds) adopted a whole range of different approaches to deal with the problem of ethnic/national/racial “difference” in the context of accounting for mental development in the Soviet multi-ethnic child population. Doctors, such as Shtilerman, proposed separate norms specific to particular ethnic groups, against which the latter were then expected to be measured. Basing his psychometric research on principles used in anthropometrics, Shtilerman believed that the institution of relatively simple quantitative correctives to final outputs were sufficient to create ethnic-specific scales of development. By contrast, psychometricians such as Solov’yev and Baranova worked on creating ethnic-specific tests as a means of eliminating “difference” precisely in the quantitative outputs, assuming that these should be universal and comparable across different ethnicities. Pedologists, such as Bikchentai, servicing ethnic-minority schools, sought to reduce “difference” to a quantifiable “deviation” from the established standard of the Soviet educational norm calculated in terms of mandatory years spent in school. To do so, Bikchentai (at his own peril) erased the distinction between norms of mental development measured in
terms of “mental age” and norms of educational progression measured in terms of “years of schooling.”

In contrast, those, like Shubert and her trainees, who focused on more isolated ethnic groups, whose “development” did not seem to lend itself to precise measurement in terms of quantifiable “deviations,” ended up abandoning quantification altogether, blurring the normative “deviations” they observed into the catchall concept of civilizational “backwardness.” “Difference” itself was here articulated through the concept of svoeobrazie (uniqueness, distinctiveness), which was expected to be described only qualitatively. Both “uniqueness” and “backwardness” together were expressive of the “otherness” of ethnic minorities in the context of Soviet modernity. Thus, these minorities in themselves served as an exemplary “deviation” from the norms of the civilized, technologically advanced, Soviet “self.”

This ambiguous “difference/deviation” embodied by the Soviet ethnic minorities was then harnessed into two distinct grand narratives of historical progress in which ethnic minority groups became, in a conflated way, both subjects of development and objects of social engineering. These were (a) the Vygotskian narrative of the cultural-historical evolution of the human mind and higher mental functions; and (b) the Stalinist narrative of the forcible cultural-revolutionary conversion of ethnic minority groups into modern Soviet citizens by means of the socioeconomic and politico-cultural transformations instigated through the First Five-Year Plan. In the Vygotskian narrative Soviet ethnic minorities became functions of a grand theory of the mind and its development, which Vygotsky and his followers expected could be tested in the unprecedented historic project of Soviet modernization. In the Stalinist narrative, representatives of ethnic minority groups were expected to become one of the main protagonists in the Soviet Union’s speedy progress into socialism. The latter narrative depended, however, on the tacit acceptance of “difference” in the established norms of the First Five-Year Plan and the simultaneous repression of “deviations” from the Party line, which directed the enforcement and realization of these norms.

The pedology of national minorities was thus embroiled in conceptual, methodological, and rhetorical contradictions from its very inception. I have argued that these contradictions are to be located in the tensions that pertained between the notions of normative “deviation” and normative “difference.” Each of the pedologists discussed in this article sought to resolve this tension in a different – ultimately unsatisfying and incomplete – way. What ended these efforts was neither the negation on the part of the Party and the state of “difference” within the Soviet population, nor the elimi-
nation of the possibility of “deviation” from the norm (quite the contrary on both counts), but the fact that accounting for “development” became a problem that could no longer be delegated to the normative frameworks of the human sciences, even when these were comprehensively subordinated to the ruling political will.

**SUMMARY**

Between the mid-1920s and the mid-1930s, Soviet researchers in child biopsychosocial development became especially interested in the question of ethnoracial differences in the Soviet child population. During the First Five-Year Plan a specialist subarea of research briefly flourished within Soviet pedology. Dubbed the “pedology of national minorities,” it was fostered in concert with the broader efforts of the Soviet state to incorporate “backward” populations living in more peripheral parts of the Union into the normatively framed Soviet body politic as part of accelerated economic, social, and cultural “development.” Focusing on examples of psychometric research done on Uzbek children in Tashkent, Tatar children in Moscow, and more remote ethnic groups in Siberia, this article analyzes how the early-Soviet “pedology of national minorities” became embroiled in a complicated knot of contradictions in its attempt to account for and negotiate the ambiguous relationship between, on the one hand, normative deviations in the Soviet child population (a population that was expected to be unified into a single body politic, especially through the expansion and standardization of the Soviet education system) and, on the other, ethnoracial differences within this population in the distinctive context of early Soviet efforts to manage the Union’s federative structure along ethnonational lines through the Soviet state’s nationalities policy. The article argues that this contradiction between “deviation” and “difference” reflected one of the central dilemmas of Soviet modernity as a sociopolitical experiment – namely, how to adapt universalizing thinking and utopian aspirations to an “imperial” reality marked by nonsystemic diversity.

**Резюме**

Между серединой 1920-х и 1930-х гг. советские исследователи детского биопсихосоциального развития проявляли повышенный интерес к вопросу этнорасовых различий. В период первой пятилетки внутри
советской педологии короткое время пользовалось особой популярностью особое направление под названием “педология национальных меньшинств”. Ее развивали в рамках усилий советского государства по интеграции “отсталого” населения окраин в общее политическое тело, как части ускоренного экономического, социального и культурного “развития”. В данной статье раннесоветская “педология национальных меньшинств” исследуется на примерах психометрического изучения узбекских детей в Ташкенте, татарских детей в Москве и детей отдаленных народностей Сибири. Пытаясь описать и компенсировать противоречивые отношения между нормативными “отклонениями” среди советских детей (которых предполагалось объединить в единое политическое целое, прежде всего, путем расширения и стандартизации советской образовательной системы) и этнорасовыми “различиями” между ними в специфическом контексте раннесоветской национальной политики, направленной на сочетание союзной федеративной структуры с этнонациональным принципом, новое направление в педологии столкнулось с узлом противоречий. Автор статьи доказывает, что это противоречие между “отклонениями” и “различиями” отражало центральную дилемму советской модерности как социально-политического эксперимента: как совместить универсализирующее мышление и утопические стремления с “имперской” реальностью бессистемного разнообразия.